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Background Research Questions
Using other (open-source) packages as building blocks
potentially leads to a large number of transitive
dependencies.
Packages that are massively (transitively) depended
upon can be quite vulnerable. Some examples: left-
pad, and Log4Shell [1],[2].
Contemporary research has not yet taken into
account the time dimension.
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RQ1: "What should a graph data structure
modeling package dependencies look like?"
RQ2:  "On average, does the introduction of the
time dimension lead to a significant change in
the number of dependent packages per
package?"
RQ3: "What are the most-critical packages on
NPM?"

      (taking into account the time dimension)
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Accuracy scores for random sample (RQ1)

Accuracy score formula (RQ1)

2019, 2021 PageRank vs. number of transitive dependencies (RQ2) 

Relation between PageRank and download count over time (vertical:
download count; horizontal: normalized PageRank) (RQ3)

(Pearson coefficient of -0.245) 

Time-based graph approach to exploring package
dependency networks looks promising
babel packages seem to be very important to the NPM
dependency network
Seemingly no positive correlation between package
download count and criticality (measured by
PageRank)

Graph generation takes a lot of memory (100k packages take +/- 40GB) -> Make
graph generation more memory-efficient before continuing analysis.
NPM graph was too large to fit into memory leading to incomplete results -> First
verify that the time-based graph works for all packages before proceeding.
Time constraints caused only PageRank to be considered -> use other metrics in the
future
Analyse package managers other than Maven, NPM, PyPI and the debian package
manager  


